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Where to eat, drink, shop, and sleep in Emilia-Romagna’s capital.
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WHY GO ologna feels more organic than man other Italian cities – the narrow lanes of its preserved
medieval core twist and end according to the natural flow of histor and humanit rather than central
planning. Holding all of it seamlessl together is the cit’s exuerant spirit, which has earned it three
nicknames: “The Learned,” “The Red,” and “The Fat.” The first pas triute to ologna’s universit, the oldest
in urope; the second, to its socialist firerands and terra-cotta roofs; and the last, most deliciousl, to its
tortellini, heart dishes, and rich ragu. est of all, while mass tourism threatens to overrun other Italian cities,
milia-Romagna’s capital remains largel undiscovered  tourists, which means few lines to see works 
Michelangelo and Raphael – and much more pleasant experiences with the art.
AT ologna’s largest covered market, the historic Mercato delle re (Via Ugo assi, 23-25) places the
region’s culinar traditions on full displa in its central produce stalls and two adjoining food courts, which turn
the ount into pizzas, panini, pastas, and more.

Apothecar jars, scales, wine ottles, and artwork cover nearl ever surface of the romantic Drogheria della
Rosa (Via Cartoleria 10), a former pharmac turned restaurant, where owner manuele Addone visits with
diners to pontificate aout the house tortellini and acclaimed osso uco.
Il Piatto Rotto (Via Righi Augusto, 24) stands apart from its peers with a coz cainlike interior of reclaimed
furniture and curiosities, and a menu of experimental dishes, such as green ravioli stuffed with truffles and
pears, and a Jackson Pollock-inspired amerjack ringed with mango and rasperr sauces.
DRINK Forgive Osteria del ole (Vicolo Ranocchi, 1D) for showing its age: The wine ar’s scuffed floors and
owed walls are a testament to the writers, politicians, academics, and arflies who have loved its communal
atmosphere for more than 550 ears. Feel free to YO picnic to complement the house Chianti or lamrusco.

The canar-ellow walls of Camera a ud (Via Valdonica, 5) provide a plaful ackdrop in this istro and wine
ar. The Italian poetr and giant octopuses emellishing the walls emphasize the fun atmosphere (as do
stacks of ooks and mannequin parts), ut it’s the regional, small-atch organic wines that locals cheer.
Music inspires Jukeox Café (Via Mentana, 3), from signed alum covers along the wall and a free jukeox
in the ack to cocktails named for ands, including Thme Impala (re, thme, and red mrtle) and lack Lips,
with cinnamon, lackerries, and rum.
HOP The first compan to create solid chocolates in Ital, 221-ear-old Majani (Via de’ Caronesi, 5) still rolls
out the cruml slas of chocolate scorza (ark) it invented. Its Cremino Fiat, a four-laer cue of chocolate

with hazelnut and almond creams, has remained popular since automaker Fiat commissioned the confection
to help launch the Tipo 4 in 1911.
Two oung colers stitch deries, oxfords, monk straps, and loafers on vintage machines in their glassfronted shop, La Calzoleria di Max e Giò (Via dell’Inferno, 22A); their reputation takes Max to Moscow and
Koto monthl for client measurements. A few steps up the street, Corticelli Cosetta’s (Via Canonica, 3)
father-and-daughter team carries on the famil tradition of crafting class and elegant kitten heels, pumps, Tstraps, and other women’s stles.
Luxe lingerie maker La Perla (Via Farini, 11) grew out of ologna’s once thriving textile industr and still
maintains its headquarters, production facilit, and flagship store here. The line gained international fame for
its delicate frastaglio emroider (an antique Florentine technique) and for the natural fit of its lingerie,
achieved  designing patterns on live models.
TAY tep ack in time at ologna’s Grand Hotel Majestic Già aglioni, which occupies an eighteenthcentur former seminar uilt  the future Pope enedict XIV in the heart of the cit. Murano chandeliers
light the 109 guest rooms, man of which feature antique chests, four-poster eds, silk rocade walls, and
alconies. Chef Claudio ordi serves a refined milia-Romagna menu at I Carracci, housed in an annex
topped with sixteenth-centur frescoes – these relative newcomers are some 1,700 ears ounger than the
hotel’s preserved Roman road, visile near the reakfast room.
TIP “M favorite restaurant in the cit is the ver small, ver friendl Alice (Via d’Azeglio, 65). verthing on
the menu is great, ut the’re famous for their antipasti – the ring ou plate upon plate of different dishes to
taste.”
– Larr Altruda, Virtuoso travel advisor, ologna

Originall appeared in the March issue of Virtuoso Life.

